And now that the exams are over, you need to show your gratitude for the help you received. Tomorrow attend Mass.

A Notre Dame Man Appeals To You

Phil Bondi of the class of '37 has been confined for over a year in a Sanatorium in Rockford, Illinois. It's possible that he can be dismissed soon, but only if certain tests are successful. He writes to you asking for the support of your prayers.

"Dear Father: It has been some 10 months since I last saw you and I have neglected to write you. (No neglect at all, Phil, you were a sick man.) Many thanks for the folders and pamphlets you sent.

"As for me, I am within a month or two of being dismissed from the institution if two tests that I have coming up next week are successful. Naturally I want more than anything for those tests to be good, if God wills it, and so I turn to Notre Dame and Her 3000 prayers and ask you if you won't include my name on those to be prayed for on the BULLETIN.

"You might recall the young chap who shared the room with me. If you recall - he was a convert while a patient in the Sanatorium. He died last September, but did not receive Catholic rites. I wonder if you might also remember him in your prayers.

"Notre Dame has undergone some real changes in the past year, hasn't it? Whatever changes are made, no one can take away the Notre Dame that exists in the hearts of everyone of us who have had the pleasure and grace of studying and living under Her protecting arms, however patchy the gilding may look by this time.

"Thanks for remembering me with the BULLETIN, Father . . . Phil."

Another Request For Prayers.

"Some years ago I made arrangements to have the BULLETIN sent to John P. Clark at Fort Reilly, Kansas. Johnny, a student at N. Y. U. received his lieutenant's bars last December. However, Johnny will never use them on the field of battle, for last First Friday God decided that He needed Johnny more than the army did and took him home. He was killed in an auto accident while on his way from camp to town along with four others whom I did not know. Please have the 'boys' at Notre Dame remember them in their prayers in chapel and at the Grotto."

Help Make a Convert

"Will you and Travis do me a favor and say a few prayers for the conversion of . . .? I think I am getting him interested but nothing can be achieved without prayer, and somehow I think prayers at Notre Dame get to heaven first. Thank you. It's not that I'm just interested in the case. I'm interested in making a convert, and for me that will be a genuine thrill."

Lent's Coming.


SIGN UP FOR ADORATION TONIGHT